Bio
Olaf Hochherz, born 1981 in Wuppertal, studied amongst other
things electronic komposition, computersience und philosophy
in Essen and Berlin and since 2006 "Mediengestaltung" in
Weimar. He works in the area of electroacoustic composition,
improvisation and film sounddesign.
Conor Curran (IE)
Tangents
Live Performance
Guitar + vocal: Laura Hyland (IE)
About
Tangents was originally written in 2003. All of the original
sounds, sourced from recordings of hair clippers were sampled,
filtered and pitched accordingly to produce the arrangement.
In 2007, using Pd and Ardour the piece was remixed using custom built comb externals. Tonights performance is an interpretation of this mix for solo guitar and live electronics using the
externals.
Bio
Conor J Curran resides in London UK. Previously released music under the alias CjC on Psychonavigation records and Silvadoor records. Conor studied Music Technology at Trinity College Dublin and lectured at Aalborg University Denmark. He
now works for BBC Audio & Music as a software engineer. Currently the main focus of his work is real-time custom composition/performance systems. http://www.forwind.net
Laura Hyland is an Irish sound artist based in London. She graduated with a Masters in Music and Media Technology from Trinity College, Dublin in November 2001 and since then has pursued her artistic career in a variety of sonic directions both inside and outside of academia. Since moving to London in 2004
she has focused on composition for acoustic sound sources, and
performance.
Her main concern is the innovative exploration of her acoustic
instruments - voice and guitar, in an unconventional fashion, using extended techniques and instrument preparations. Sound
improvisation plays a key role both in her development as a

musician/performer, and in her working methodology as a composer. She performs regularly in London with her group, Vixen
Mews - a five-piece ensemble she founded in 2005 to perform
her own compositions, and with whom she will record/release a
full-length album in July 2008. She has made solo performances
in Ireland, the USA, Denmark, Italy and Germany. Other projects
she is involved in include Polly Fibre, Bliss Flux and Plink Din. For
more infor please go to www.laurahyland.net.
Andrée Préfontaine (CA)
Tutti Frutti
Interactive Live Performance Cello: Andrée Préfontaine
Assistence: Michal Seta (CA)
About
Tutti Frutti is the generic name of an interactive process through
which live cello music is fed into a linux/open source based program generating complex musical sentences. These sentences
are produced through a series of algorithms based on various
colours, positions and movements of fruits placed in the field
of a surveillance camera. Members of the public or designated
participants can thus play with the fruits on a work surface as
though they were musical instruments. The resulting musical
experience can be played, recorded, looped back into the system and the visual display caught live on camera is projected on
screen as an animated still life.
Bio
Andrée Préfontaine is a multimedia artist who has been actively
involved in new media installations and interactive works for
the past 15 years. Formally trained as a classical cellist, she later
got a Masters degree in visual arts and started to experiment
with Open Source programs to further her grasp of the complex
interactions between sounds and moving images. Her works
have been on display in Canada, Mexico, the US and in Europe.
She has received regional and national awards and grants which
underscore the appreciation jurys have for her work. She currently lives and works in Gatineau, Canada.
Michal Seta is a composer/improviser, performer and programmer. After his studies at the Music Technology faculty at McGill
university he has chosen to use Open Source software in his electroacoustic music improvisation and activities. He frequently
collaborates with artists in multidisciplinary settings. He also
promotes and often teaches the use of Open Source software in
the arts.
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The eight channel version is a spatialization of the stereo version. Every speaker has a delay which gets permanently modulated, this results in frequency modulatations and echo effects.
The goal was not to simulate an acoustic Room, it was an attempt to create relations and movements between the speakers, which are relate to the character of the sounds.

.........................................................................................................................................................................

time. At the end of the piece i filtered the sound, so the relation
between foreground and background changed.
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Victor Lazzarini (BR/IE)
The Burial of the Dead
Multichannel Tape Music
About
A chorus of disembodied voices sings-speaks the first lines,
which are slowly unravelled to the listener. An "instrumental" interlude follows, delivering the piece into the second set
of verses, which are spoken through a curtain of strings, its
phonemes plucking an imaginary harp. The last section complements the previous ones, bringing back the high voices and
the first verses of the text, unintelligible at first, but revealing
themselves at the end of the piece. This work is the first in a
series of tudes on T. S. Eliot’s poem The Waste Land and was
commissioned by RT Lyric FM.

Winfried Ritsch, born 1964 in Tirol, and works in Graz as a professor at the University of Music and dramatic arts. His works
are Compositions in the field of computermusic for tape, instruments, sound-installations and soloworks with computer. Also
working with radio media and Internet, on telematic and network projects and robotics.

Victor Lazzarini was born in Brazil in 1969, graduated from UNICAMP in 1993 and received his doctorate in 1996 from Nottingham. Since 1998, he lives in Ireland where he battles with the
musical establishment to get some of his music played. He is
also the proud father of a little girl and two little boys, one of
them only recently born, and thanks his wife for being so understanding as to let him come to the LAC almost every year.

Bio

Bio

Kjetil S. Matheussen (NO)
Fem
Multichannel Tape Music

Manuela Meier, Anna Saranti (AT/GR)
Underground Sounds
sonic exploration with earthquake data
About

About
"Fem" = 5. Fem is based on a recording of the fifth part in a series of six small pieces for saxophone, piano and electronics. It
was commisioned in 2005 by Notam and the Art Counsil Norway.
The piano was performed by Ellen Ugelvik and the saxophone
was performed by Rolf-Erik Nystrm. The recording is manipulated digitally in many ways to make it slightly less boring and
to underline the struggle, hopelessness and illogical nature of
the music in the piece.
Bio
Kjetil Mathuessen is a graduate student in Informatics at the
University of Oslo. He is also a resident composer and software
developer at Norwegian Network for Technology, Acuostics and
Music (NOTAM). Kjetil has developed numerous pieces of music software, such as camd, ceres, k_cext, k_guile, mammut, radium, snd-ls, snd-rt and the vstserver. His musical background
is mostly from the extreme heavy metal and electronic noise
where he has participated on many cd releases.
Winfried Ritsch (AT)
Impulse
Realtime Composition

electroacoustic composition in four parts for 8 to 12 channels
duration: 14:32

BREAK
Fernando Pablo Lopez-Lezcano (AR/US)
El dinosaurio habla
Live-Performance
About
"El Dinosaurio" is a warm, fuzzy and noisy analog synth I built
from scratch back in 1980/1981. Awakened by global warming after been frozen for more than 20 years, it growls and
mumbles trying to find a voice amongst superfast computers
and digital media. Dinosaurs have no memory, so El Dinosaurio
has been forcibly coupled to a cyberbrain running Linux and
Planet CCRMA, alas to repeat and amplify over and over its tiny
thoughts. Digital dejavu of analog pathways. The piece is always different, has a slow discourse dictated by analog human
movements and lack of presets, and unpredictable outcome(s).

Fernando Lopez-Lezcano, composer, performer, lecturer and
systems guru could never make up his mind as to what to study,
so he got degrees in Electronic Engineering at the University of
Buenos Aires and Music (piano) at the Carlos Lopez Buchardo
National Conservatory, Buenos Aires, Argentina (where he was
born). He started working in the field of electroacoustic music in the late seventies by building his own analog synthesizers
and studio equipment. His interests include performance with
realtime electronics and the integral use of spatialization in 3d
multi-speaker rendered pieces. He is currently Lecturer and Systems Administrator of the computer resources at CCRMA, where
he splits his time between the company of good friends, keeping computers and users at CCRMA more or less happy and enjoying the arts of composing music and writing software. He
created and maintains the Planet CCRMA software repository
for open source music software. His music has been released on
CD’s and played in the Americas, Europe and East Asia.

Several seismic events’ data was provided via a real-time data
server of the network GEOFON and - by using specifically developed programs - converted to audio data. "underground
sounds" is not meant to be an audification as the seismometer’s records were used as raw material. The composition in
its four parts rather concentrates on different characteristics of
seismic events, such as sounds of different stations of the same
seismic event, the filtered harmonical sounds of the measuring
instruments and, furthermore, the output of the separation of
impuls-like components of the earthquake from the earth’s constant mouvements without impuls-like excitation, used as seperate instruments.

Bio

1_tremor 3:52
2_trigger 6:10
3_wake 2:53
4_vacillation_1_2_3 1:37
The composition "underground sounds" deals with the phenomenon of the constantly moving and therefore sounding
earth and is based on data of an earthquake of 7.8 Richter scale,
triggering a tsunami on April 1st, 2007 close to Solomon Islands
in the Southwestern Pacific.

Bio
About
One sample makes the sound and the composition. The room
is the instrument. Music fills the room and the room fills the
music. All information of a room lies in the impuls respone.
The piece is played with puredata and depend of the room can
be 3-12min, which mean normal concert halls maybe 7min. All
music is done Algorithmic with the impulsresponse of the room.

Manuela Meier (1981, A) since 2005 studies of composition and
since 2000 studies of classical accordion, University of Music and
Dramatic Arts Graz, Austria. Holder of scholarship (composition): International Ensemble Academy "Impuls", 2007, Austria
Anna Saranti (1981, GR) studied informatics/computer sciences at University of Crete, Greece. Since 2004 studies of
composition-computer music, University of Music and Dramatic
Arts Graz, Austria; currently working on the topic of the quantum computer’s contribution to audio signal processing and algorithmical composition (master’s thesis)

Olaf Hochherz (DE)
draußen
Multichannel Tape Music
About
A sample from Sounds, created with the mouth, was transformed a view times. The transformations are repeating and
sorting. The different transformations where a used in different
succession. The resulting samples have only small differences.
Five of them are used for the piece, you hear them at the same

